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Finally, a SCAQMD compliant press wash that 
dries fast without leaving an oily residue! 

 
 

 
With the recent changes in V.O.C. regulations in mind, Gans SoCal Rapid Wash was 
designed for use as a quick, non-water miscible wash with an excellent evaporation rate. 
This product will not leave any oily residue on either the blankets or within the roller 
train, unlike most of today’s compliant washes that are known to dry excessively slow. 
 
Be VOC COMPLIANT with a reliable press wash that 

won’t damage your press! No more ridiculously 
long washups waiting for the oily film to dissipate! 

 
Throughout our intense laboratory testing, we have proven that Gans SoCal Rapid Wash 
will not swell rubber compounds such as blankets or rollers. This product does not 
contain any surfactants that might create stripping of the ink in the roller train or plate 
blinding. 
 

BENEFITS 
 

• .O.C. washes.  Latest technology in quick drying, low V
• Does not contain chlorinated solvents. 

al.)  • Reduced V.O.C. Ratings (3.7 lbs. Per g
• Does not contain vegetable esthers. 
• Will not shorten the printing plate runability. 

 

tion. There is no need to follow up with a dry rag, as this product air dries very 

he wash-
p blade or device. Apply more, if necessary and follow up with a water rinse, if desired. 

ile Organic Compounds in Los 
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties, CA.  

  

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
 
As a Blanket wash: 
Saturate the rag or cloth with Gans SoCal Rapid Wash and proceed to clean the blanket in a side 

 side moto
RAPIDLY!  
 
As a Roller wash:  

pply  Gans SoCal Rapid Wash to the roller train and allow the ink to dissolve. Engage tA
u
 
 
Note: This product is not SCAQMD Rule 1171 compliant for Volat
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